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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. The Purpose of Radar Modulators

Present day radars are very nearly all of the pUl~ed

type, and with few exceptions employ cavity magnetrons

to generate electromagnetic oscillations. In order to

excite the magnetron at the proper frequency and at

the proper power level, provision must be made for

supplying high-voltage, high-power pulses to it. In

addition to proper pulse voltage and power, the shape of

the pulse is of primary importance for proper magnetron

operation. The unit which furnishes these pulses of

voltage to the oscillator is known as the modulator; it

is also called the "pulser" or "keyer" 0

20 Fundamental Considerations

In order to discuss modulators, certain parameters

affecting the design must be considered: pulse ~idth,

peak power, pulse recurrence frequency, duty ratio, and

average power. Since the output waveform is not rect

angular, it is necessary to define various terms connect

ed with pulse shape. An idealized waveform is illustrat

ed in Figure 1. For purposes of discussion, the following

terms are defined:

Pulse width - elapsed time in microseconds between

leading and trailing edges, measured at .707 of

maximum pulse amplitude (unless otherwise stated) •
..-"

Rise time - elapsed time in microseconds between
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15% and 85% of maximum pulse amplitude, measured

on leading edge.

Fall time - elapsed time in microseconds between

85% and 15% of maximum pulse amplitude, measured

on trailing edge.

Maximum pulse amnIitude - maximum value of the

pulse i.n volts (or amperes), measured to the

average of any osoillations that exist on the top

of the pulse.

Peak power - the product of maximum pulse amplitude

of voltage and maximQ~ pulse amplitude of ourrent.

Pulse recurrence frequency !PRFL - the number of

pulses occurring in one second.

Duty ratio - the product of pulse width and PRF.

Also called "duty cycle".

Average power - the product of peak power and duty

ratio.

3 0 The Basic Circuit of the Line-type Modulator

Fundamentally, there are two types of pulsers:

(a) Those in which a small fraction of the stored

energy is discharged into the load during the pulse,

(b) Those in which all of the $ored energy is dis

charged during each pulse.

The former are c aIled "hard-tube" modulators, since a

high-vacuum tube is used for switching purposes. The

latter type are known a s "line-type", since the energy

storing d~vice is basically an artificial -transmission

3



line. It is with the second type that this paper is

concerned, and further discussion will be limited to

that sUbject.

The basic block diagram of the line-type pulser is

given in Figure 2. The operation of this circuit is as

follows: An artificial transmission line (generally known

as a pulse forming network, and hereinafter termed "FFN")

is charged through an isolating element during the inter

val between pulses when the switching device is non

conductive. At the instant the pulse is desired, the

l!Iwitching device is made to conduct, thus effectively

establishing a short circuit across the load. This causes

the PFN to discharge and thereby form the pulse, which

is coupled to the magnetron through an impedance match

ing transformer. Directly after the discharge occurs,

the switch again be comes non-conductive, the PFN gegins

charging again, and the cycle is repeated.

As shown in Figure 2, the line-type modulator

consists essentially of five sections exclusive of the

transmitter, viz., power supply, isolating element,

switching device, PFN, and pulse transformer. Each of

these oomponents, except the power supply, will be

treated in a separate chapter of this paper') Although

the power supply is a vital part of the modulator system,

it is usually quite conventional, and merits little

further attention. Unless otherwise specified, the

power supply will be considered to be a voltage source

4



of zero internal impedance 0 It is not the purpose of

this treatise to discuss magnetrons per se , but as these

devices present a non-linear load to the pulser and

therefore influence pulser design to a great extent, it

is necessary to consider them from that point of view.

Consequently, it should be borne in mind that this is

the type load into which the modulator will work, and

that certain requirements, not otherwise found with

linear resistive loads, are therefore imposed on the

modulator system and it s components.

5



!
CHAPTER II

CHARGING METHODS

1. General

Because charging and discharging in a line-type

pulser are independent of one another, it is convenient

to treat these operations separately.

Three iwportant considerations in the design of

the charging circuit are:

(a) Regularity-

(b) Isolation

(c) High efficiency-

By regulation it is meant that the PFN must be charged

to the same energy level on each cycle. The charging

element must isolate the power supply from the dis

charging circuit during the pulse in order to prevent

short circuiting the source during the interval.

Isolation is also necessary for a short period immediate~

ly following the pulse to permit the gaseous-discharge

switch to deionize. A high efficiency is particularly

desirable since the line-type modulator operates at

high power levels.

A resistance may be used as the charging element,

since it fulfills the first two requirements listed above;

however, the maximum efficiency is but 50%, and hence this

method is precluded in practice. More efficient methods,

generally employing an inductanc'e a~ the is ola ting

element,' are discussed in the fo llowing secti on s.

6



2. Charging from a D-C Source

In order to analyze the d-c charing circuit using

an isolating inductance, the following assumptions are made;

(a) The PFN is represented by the capacitance, eN'
appearing across its terminals; the inductances of

the PFN are short circuits at the low frequency of

charging.

(b) The inductance of the charging reactor, Lc ' is

constant.

(c) The pulser switch is ideal.

(d) The inductance of the pUlse transformer primary

is negligible compared to that of the charging

reactor.

Under the foregoing conditions, the equivalent cmrging

circuit is as shown in Figure 3(a)o Ebb is the d-c

power 8Up~ly voltage and Rc is the total resistance that

causes damping in the circuit, in this case the ohmic

resistance of the charging inductance. This circuit

behaves as a damped ringing circuit which is triggered

by t~e opening of the switcho The voltage on the PFN

reaches a maximum value at time To equal to one-half

the natural period of oscillation. If the pulse re

currence period Tr (the reciprocal of the PRF) is taken

equal to To, the voltage on the network a t the time of

discharge is given by (Glasoe (2)):

7
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where

,

and vN(O): the initial voltage on the network.

At this instant the charging current is zero, and no

initial current through the inductance will exist for

the next cyole. This condition is known as "resonance

cmrgingtt , and the following equation is then satisfied:

L = L :::. T
Zo

c r _.::.r__
1r'l.C

N

If Tr is different from To, an initial current will

exist, and may be either positive or negative. For Tr
less than To, the voltage on the network is still rising

when the switch is fired, and so-called "linear charging"

occurs. This is obtained in practice by using a value

of inductance larger than t1B.t which muld produce

resonance charging. By using ~ lar'ge inductance and

utilizing linear charging, some degree of flexibility

of PRF and/or pulse width (a function of ~) may be

secured. For inductances smaller than Lr however, the

initial current is negative, with the result that circuit

losses are increased, and the PFN voltage is past the

peak at time of discharge. For these reasons, this

condition is avoided in actual circuits. Figure 3(b)(c)

& (d) illustrate the current and voltage waveforms for

9



the three cases discussed abovej for simplicity in

plotting, the circuit is taken as lossless, am. the

initial voltage on the PFN is considered to be zero.

In cases where greater flexibility of PRF or pulse

width, or both, is desired, or where a small value of

charging inductance is indicated, a hold-off diode is

employed in series with the charging reactoro This

device prevents the flow.of negative current and main

tains the network voltage very close to the peak value

until firing occurs. Equation (1) remains valid for

this case, but Rc is increased by the effective res

istance of the diode. This results in a slightly lower

efficiency than in the case of ordinary resonance charg

ing; typical figures being 95% for the latter and 90%

for the former. Current and voltage waveforms for the

case of d-c resonance charging with a diode are given in

Figure 3(e}.

3. Charging from an A-C Source

It is possible to use an a-c voltage source, such as

an ordinary high-voltage transformer, to charge the PFN,

provided the charging frequency is integrally related to

the PRF. An isolating element is necessary as in the case

of d-c charging; if the network were directly across the

sedondary terminals, and discharged at peak transformer

voltage, it would tend to recharge immediately, and short

circuit the transformer during the ensuing quarter cycleo

10



One method of isolation is to place a diode in

series as shown in Figure 4(a). Negleoting the small

amount of damping, the PFN will charge to the positive

peak of supply voltage, Em' and will be held at that

point by the diode until the switch closes. Discharge

must be made to occur during that part of the supply

cycle in which the switch is non-conducting, otherwise the

switch and diode would complete a short-circuit across

the power supply. The maximum PRF is limited to the

frequency of the supply voltage; repetition ra~es at any

SUbmultiples of the supply frequency are also possible.

Figure 4(b) illustrates the voltage waveforms involved in

this method of charging.

Another method of charging from an a-c source is to

use a series inductance as the intermediate element. By

maintaining the proper relation between PRF and supply

frequency, and between ~ and Lc ' it is possible to dis

oharge the PFN at a voltage peak and yet preserve stable

circuit conditions. The most common method is to choose

Lc to resonate with eN at a frequency equal to that of

the source; this 1 s known as "a-c resonance charging tt.

In this oase the charging circui t 1s a tthigh-Q." series

resonant circuit, as shown in Figure 5(a). The voltage

across eN will build up as shown in Figure 5(b), being

maximum at the zeros of the impressed voltage. Damping

in the circuit limits the magnitUde of oscillations

after several oycles, but has little effect on the first

11
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few peaks. Neglecting damping, the successive voltage

peaks have the values itrEm, -1t~, ~'iiEm' -21tEm, etc., as

shown in Figure 5(c}. If good efficiency is to be

maintained, discharge must occur on the peaks of the

resonant wave; however, the discharge should occur only

on those peaks which are spaced an even number of half

wave lengths apart with respect to the supply voltage

wave. Figure 6 illustrates this for "full-cycle tf and

"two-cycle" charging. If discharge occurs on the odd

half wave length peaks, the direction of t he pulse will

alternate as shown in Figure 7. Therefore, the PRF is

restricted to the frequency of the supply voltage (full

cycle charging) or integral SUbmultiples thereof, unless

some type of reversing switch is used to deliver all

voltage pulses to the pulse transformer with the same

polarity. In this latter case the maximum PRF is twice

the supply frequency (half-cycle charging).

4. Inductive Impulse Charging

Although this method of charging utilizes a d-c

power supply, the modulator circuit is somewhat different

from those discussed previously, and for that reason is

described separately. The simplified circuit diagram is

given in Figure 8, and Figure 9 shows the most important

waveforms involved. The circuit employs a saturable-core

reactor switch which presents a high impedance to low cur

rents and a low impedance to high currents. Briefly,

operation is as described below.

14
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A long preparation pulse (Figure g{e) from a

timing multivibrator is applied to the grid of the pulser

tUbe, Vl , causing it to conduct. Plate current is drawn

through three paths: through the charging inductor, Lct

through the saturable reactor, Ls , and through the PFN

and load. When the current through Ls (Figure 9(b)}

reaches the positive limit of the unsaturated region of

the reactor (point A), the impedance SUddenly drops, 01

discharges rapidly, and the current i L is then limited
s

by the value of Rl • Concurrently, the PFN, which nec-

essarily had been charged to Ebb prior to conduction of

VI' discharges and causes a small positive pip of cur

rent to flow in the load (Figure g(c)}. This could cause

an undesired r-f output pUlse, and therefore a small choke

Ll is included to limit the rate of discharge of the PFN.

After 01 and the PFN discharge, the circuit remains in a

steady state until the input pulse to the grid of the

pulser tube suddenly drops, thus commencing the actual

modulator operation. VI is cut off, but the current in

Lc cannot stop instantly, and therefore flows through the

pm{ and the diode to ground. The only other available

path would be through Ls and Cl , but this path is denied

by the high impedance of the saturable reactor, iL having
s

suddenly dropped to the upper limit of the unsaturated

region when VI ceased conduction (point B). The current

flowing into the PFN charges it to a voltage that is very

much higher than the power supply voltage due to the

18



inductive impulse. 1Vhile the network is charging, the

current through the saturable-core reactor decreases slow

ly; when it reaches the negative limit of the unsaturated

region (point e), Ls becomes effectively a short-circuit

B.nd discharges the PFN. The discharge path includes the

magnetron, and therefore an output r-f pulse is produced.

Reference to Figure 9(b} and 9(d) shows that the

period for the PFN to charge to a maximum voltage must be

equal to the period required for iLR to pass through the

unsaturated region. The former is a function of ~ and

Lc , and the latter depends upon the design of the saturable

core reactor. This critical" relationship limits the

usefulness of the circuit to cases where only one PRF is

required 0

50 A Comparison of Charging Methods

Each of the charging methods described above have

certain inherent advantages and disadvantageso The most

important of these are listed on the following page in

outline form.

19



Method

D-c resonance
charging

Advantages Disadvantages

Very high efficienty Requires heavy high
voltage power su~ply

Inflexibility ofPRF

D-c resonance
charging wi th
a diode

A-c diode
charging

A-c resonance
charging

Inductive
impulse
charging

Continuously vari
able repetition
rate

High effioiency

Light and simple

Light and simple

Good effioiency

Relatively low
voltage supply

20

Requires heavy high
voltage power supply

Some loss of effio
iency due to damping
of diode

Inflexibility of PRF

Requires synoh
ronized switching

Requires synch
ronized switching

Flexibility of PRF
severely restricted

Critical relation
ship between Lc
and Ls

Poor pulse shape

Low efficiency for
pulse widths greater
than 1 microsecond



CHAPTER III

SWITCHIJG METHODS

1. Requirements of the Switching Device

The characteristics required of a switch for a line

type modulator are clearly defined. First, the switch must

be non-conducting during the interpulse interval. Second,

it must be able to close very rapidly, and at a pre

determined time. Again, it must be capable of carrying

the full pulse current and should have a very low resist

ance during the pulse. The voltage across the switch

falls to zero, or very nearly so, at the end of the pulse.

hence the switch is got required to be a current-inter-

rupting device.

As discussed previously, one method of sWitching a

line-type pulser is by the use of a non-linear inductance.

Otherwise, however, the switch is usually an enclosed

fixed spark gap, or a gaseous-discharge tube. Rotary

spark gaps are also employed, and are quite satisfactory

in some applications. The use of a grid-controlled high

vacuum tube is obviated by the fairly high resistance it

presents during conduction, and also by its low cathode

efficiency. Each of the three main types of switch 

rotary gap, fixed gap, and hydrogen thyratron - will be

treated with regard to their uses, characteristics, and

special requirementso

2. The'Nature of the Spark Discharge

When the voltage between two electrodes is raised

21
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to, or above, the static-breakdown point, a spark will

occur. This spark is caused by the breakdown of the gas

in the region between the electrodes, and is a result of

the ionization of the gas molecules by the accelerated

free electrons in the vicinitYa This acceleration is

imparted to the electrons present by the electric field

existing between the terminals, and is directly pro

portional to the potential difference across the gap.

The higher the applied voltage, or the greater the

number of free electrons present, the shorter the elapsed

time between application of the voltage and initiation

of the discharge. For example, if the voltage be just

equal to the static-breakdown potential, a "time lag" of

several minutes may occur. If the voltage be raised to a

value two or three times the minimum required, the time

lag is reduced to the order of hundredths or even

thousandths of a microsecond. After the ionization com

mences, a short interval, of the order of .01 micro

second, transpires before the discharge attains the prop

erties desired for use as a switch. At the end of this

very short "breakdown time", the gas between the electodes

has changed from an insulating medium to one cape,ble of

carrying quite high currents. Factors determining the

characteristics of discharge are the type of gas, gas

pressure, gap geometry, and the shape of the applied

voltage wave.

In order to utilize the above properties of the

spark, the breakdown must be controlled, and this can

22



easily be done by heavily "overvo1ting" the gap. In the

case of a fixed gap, a high transient peak of voltage is

applied to one electrode. Another method is to ..maintain

a high difference of potential between electrodes, and

vary the spacing between them at the desired rate - this

is the method employed in the rotary spark gap.

3. Rotary Spark Gaps

Essentially, the rotary gap consists of an insul

ating disc cont~ining a set of electrodes and rotating

in the vicinity of one or more fixed electrodes. Several

variations are commonly used. The pins may be set parallel

to the axis of rotation, or they may extend radially

outward about the periphery of the disc. They may extend

on either aide of the disc and discharge simultaneously

to two fixed electrodes. The fixed and moving pins may

overlap for a portion of their length, or pass one another

with end faces opposing.

Rotary gaps have a high power handling ability and

are simple and rugged in construction. Furthermore, no

external triggering voltage is necessary to initiate the

switching action. To partially offset these desirable

features, certain disadvantages are encountered;

(a) The P.RF depends directly upon the number of

electrodes, both fixed and rotary, and upon the

speed or rotation. The spacing between adjacent

electrodes is limited by electrical considerations,

such as breakdown voltage and deionization between

23



pulses. The size of the rotor is limited by mechanical

design. Hence, even wi th a high speed motor, the

number of electrodes is limited, and so rotary gaps

are not well suited for high recurrence rates. The

greatest PRF used in practice is 800 p.p.s. In

addition, flexibility of PRF is restricted; a change

of two to one may be effected by sWitching a second

fixed electrode in series with the one used for the

lower rate, but in general each rotary spark gap is

designed for one PRF only.

(b) Rotary spark ga,s have an inherently large time

"jitter". This refers to the uncertainty in time of

the initiation of breakdown, and results from both

electrical and mechanical causes. Since the spacing

between electrodes at the point of closest proximity

is such that a voltage of two or more times the

static-breakdown potential exists, the spark will

always occur before the point of closest approach

is reached. The exact time of spark will wary from

discharge to discharge. Increasing the relative

velocity of the electrodes, i.e., increasing the

speed of the rotor, tends to decrease the amount

of this jitter. Mechanical tolerances in assembly

of the rotating parts, in radial and peripheral

spacing of the moving pins, and in rigidity must

be extremely closeo As an example, an error in

peripheral spacing of .02 inches can cause an in

crease of time jitter of 15 microseconds or more.
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The accumulated jitter due to mechanical and elec

trical causes may be as much as ±. 50 microseconds,

but with careful design this figure has been re

duced to ± 20 microseconds in some instances.

There are two direct consequences of this time

jitter that are important. First. the entire sys

tem employing such a modulator must be synchronized

in time. For example, the sweeps on the indicator

tubes must be triggered by the power pulse. Second,

if d-c charging is used, a variation in time of

firing will result in a variati on of pulse voltage

amplitude, and consequently in output pulse power.

While this effect is small in d-c resonance charging,

it is so serious in the case of linear charging as

to make the combination of linear charging and

rotary gap switching unusable o

In addition to the two major limitationsof jitter

and low PRF, there are a number of minor difficulties

encountered. Corrosive gases are generated by the break

down of the air in the gap. These can be dispersed by

forced ventilation in some installations, but where a

wide variation in ambient pressure is a factor, as in

an airborne pulser, the gap must be pressurized in order

to maintain stability. In this case, the use of blowers

is not possible, and some absorbing medium, such as

activated carbon, must be enclosed in the chamber to

remove the gases. Changes in gap geometry due to erosion
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and pitting of the electrodes will change the spark

characteristics. This is combated by the use of tungsten

electrodes, by making the fixed pin the high voltage

terminal, and by the use of the overlapping construction.

When used with a-c resonance charging, the use of

a rotary spark gap switch can result in a simple and

compact pulser. The charging reactor can be designed

as the leakage indue,tance of the transformer secondary,

and the rotor of the gap mounted directly on the shaft

of the a-c machine that excites the circuit. The var

iation of pulse amplitude with time jitter is very much

less pronounced than in the case of d-c charging, and

with overall system synchronization the jitter can be

tolerated.

4. Enclosed Fixed Spark Gaps

The most commonly used switching circuit employing

fixed gaps is obtained by connecting two or three cold

cathode gas-filled diodes in series. These enclosed

gaps are of two basic designs:

(a) The oylindrical-electrode aluminum-cathode

gap ~ such as the Western Electric types IB22

and lB34 and the Westinghouse type WX3240.

(b) The iron-sponge mercury-cathode gap .... such as

the Western Electric type IB42.

Both types are operated in the same manner. Figure 10(a)
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and lO(b) show two methods of employmentD The voltage

divider is placed across the gaps in order to divide

the full PFN voltage equally across each one. By im

pressing a rapid-risihg, high-voltage trigger pulse,

one of the gaps will break down. The full PFN voltage

will then appear across the remaining gap (s), which

will in turn rapidly break down, thereby completing

the closing cr the switch.

The cylindrical-electrode aluminum-cathode tube

consists of a cylindrical aluminum cathode that almost

completely encloses a long anode rod of the same materialo

This is illustrated in Figure 10(c)0 The enclosed gas

is a mixture of approximately 80% hydrogen and 20% argon.

By providing a large cathode area the effects of cathode

erosion are minimized, and aluminum is used because of

its relatively low erosion rate in the hydrogen-argon

mixture compared with other metalso For a giveripulse

current the erosion is directly proportional to pulse

duration, and this property limits tube life when wide

pulses are used. The time jitter when using this type

of switch is of the order of 6 microseconds.

The iron-sponge mercury-cathode gap consists of a

thin molybdenum anode, and a cathode of mercury im

mobilized by an iron "sponge tf
o This sponge is made of

compressed iron powder co ntaining about 60% void space.

The sDonge holds approximately 9 cC o of mercury, the

surface tension of which maintains a film over the
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surface and prevents erosion of the sponge proper. The

gas in the tube is pure hydrogen under relatively high

pressure. The use of this gas, together with small gap

spacing and a thin anode rod, makes time jitter in this

type of switch very low - of the order of .02 micro

seconds. Low erosion makes for a longer tube life and

a wider range of operating conditions than in the case

of the aluminum-cathode gap.

The choice of two or three gaps in series depends

upon the choice of tube and upon the PFN vo+tage. At

low power two-gap operation of aluminum-cathode gaps

is satisfactory, but in general it is desirable to use

three gaps. When two only are used, a bi-directional

trigger pulse should be used to insure satisfactory

starting. In the case of the iron-sponge type, two-gap

operation is generally satisfactory for all condi tions I

and a bi-directional pulse is not needed G

A third type of enclosed fixed spark gap is the

three electrode type, of which the British "trigatrontt

is the principal example. It consists of a molybdenum

cathode and anode, and a tungsten trigger pin, as shown

in Figure lO(d). The gas is a mixture of 95% argon and

5% oxygen at a nressure of about 50 psi. The trigger

voltage must be very high - of the order of 6 KV - and

life is limited to about 200 hours by the rapid erosion

of the trigger pin. Jitter is less than 0.1 microsecond.
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5. The Hydrogen Thyratron

By far the most successful switch available for use

in a line~type modulator is the hydrogen thyratron. The

3C45, 4C35, and 5022 are at present on the market, ~~e

latter being rated at 16 KV peak anode voltage, and a

fourth tube designed for even higher voltages is under

development. A diagram of the internal structure of the

tube is given in Figure 10(e). The gas in the envelope is

hydrogen at a pressure of about .005 rom. of Hg , and the

grid-anode spaoing is very much smaller than in convention

al mercury vapor thyratronse The tube has a positive

control-grid characteristic, and in order to start con

duction it is necessary to drive the grid sufficiently

positive to draw grid current. This current produces

ions and electrons in the region external to the cathode

shield, and some of these reach the area of the grid

baffle. When the electron density there becomes high

enough, the anode field, which is present only in the

region above the grid baffle, will produce ionization

in that region and breakdown will occur. The ionization

time is .03 microseconds for the 3045 and .07 micro

seconds for the 50220

Due to the chemical activity of hydrogen, the metal

parts must be very pure, and great care in manufadture

is necessary in order to prevent the inclusion of any

contaminating substanoe. Should combination of the

hydrogen 'with any impurities take place, the phenomenon

known as "gas cleanup" occurs. This means that the
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hydrogen no longer exists in the gaseous form but bas

formed chemical compounds with the impurities, and

the utility of the tube is lost. The cathode operating

temperature is rather critical. The upper limit is

about 850 0 0 due to the reducing action of the hydrogen

on the oxide cathode above that temperature; the lower

limit is about 8000 0 due to the rapid loss of cathode

emission below that temperature. For this reason indiredt

heating is used to minimize temperature variations over

the cathode surface, and a fairly long filament warm-up

period must be observed before applying plate voltage.

Tube life is about 500 hours at maximum rating of pulse

voltage and pulse current, but is considerably lengthened

by decrease of either. Pulse rate also affects tube life,

and at maximum ratings should not be in excess of 1000

p.p.s. for the 5022 and 2000 p.p.s. for the other tubeso

At reduced power output, however, recurrence rates up to

40,000 p.p.s. have been achieved. Thyratrons may be

operated in series or in parallel in order to exceed the

current or voltage ratings of a single tube. Speciel

circuitry is necessary in these cases to assure balanced

operation.

The hydrogen thyratron may be triggered very pre

cisely with very small time jitter. The trigger voltage

need be only about 150 volts at a rate of rise of 200

volts per microsecond. This means that a simple external

trigger generator circuit can be employed. The jitter
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obtained when using such a trigger voltage is less than

.05 microseoondso With a trigger pulse of amplitude

200 volts and a rise rate of 850 volts per mioroseoond

the jitter has been reduced to .003 microseconds o

6 0 A Comparison of Switohing Methods

Each of the methods for switohing discussed above

has its limitations. A truly ideal switoh suitable to

all applications has not been found. Listed on the

following page in outline form are the major advantages

and disadvantages of each type.
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Method Advantages

Saturable-core Long life
reactor

High PRF

High power levels

Disadvantages

Poor pulse shape

Requires special
charging circuit

Rotary spark
gap

Aluminum
cathode gap

Iron-sponge
gap

Trigatron

Hydrogen
thyratron

Simple and rugged

High power levels

High power levels

Low time jitter

Long tube life

Very low
time jitter

Very low
time jitter

Good tube life

Low trigger
voltage
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High time jitter

Low PRF

Shor t tube lit e

Requires more
than one gap

High trigger
voltage

Requires more
than one gap

High trigger
voltage

Requires very high
trigger voltage

Shorter tube life
at high power or
at high PRF



CHAPTER IV

PULSE FORMING NETVlORKS

1. Elementary Theory

In the foregoing chapters it has been tacitly

assumed that if the pulse forming network were charged

to a voltage vN' and then placed directly across a load

equal to its characteristic impedance, a pulse of

voltage of approximately i~N would appear across the

load. In order to verify this assumption, first consider

the PFN to be an ideal losaless transmission line, open·

circuited at the far end.* Assume the load resistance,

RL, to be equal to the characteristic resistance of the

line, Re, and that the line is charged initially to a

voltage vN. (Refer to Figure 11). At the instant the

switch 1s closed, one-half of the voltage stored on the

line will immediately appear across RL, leaving the

voltage across the input terminals of the line reduced

to ivN• This is equivalent to introducing a negative

voltage wavefront of amplitude ivN to the ihput term

inals - this wavefront will travel down the line at the

propagation velocity to the open end, leaving the line

charged to iVN along its entire length. At the open end,

the negative wavefront is reflected in the same phase,

and returns to the input end, canceling the remaining

voltage on the line as it travels. At the end of a

period equal to twice the length of the line divided by

* Shorted lines are not used in practice, due to the lack
of a suitable switch to interrupt the high current.
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the velocity of propagation, 'the line is completely

discharged. At this time the voltage across RL drops

to zero, and the energy stored in the distributed

capacitance of the line has been completely transferred

to the load. Considering this capacitance to be lumped.

and denoting it as the. 1fstorage capacity" of the line,

~~, the following important relation is developed,

{MIT (7).

Energy stored on line : Energy transferred to load

i~VNt. ~ VL1Lt

This relation is widely used in the design of the pulser

circuit. particularly when resonance charging is to be

employed.

If RL is not equal to ReJ then the voltage across

the load will accordingly be either greater or smaller

than iVN. and the effective wavefront will similarly be

different. In addition, since the line is not terminated

in its characteristic impedance, a series of reflections

will occur, in accordance with elementary transmission

line theory (assuming the switch remains closed). The

voltage waveforms appeari ng on the load for the three

condi tions. RL ~ RC. RL -== 2RC, and RL=' iRC are illustrated

in Figure ll{a)(b)&{c). respectively. In practice, RL is
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made equal to RC in order to get a single pulse, and

in order to completely discharge the PFN on each cycleo

2. Line-simulating Networks.

In order to obtain a pulse of one microsecond

duration from an actual transmission line having a

propagation velocity of 500 feet per microsecond (a

representative value), a length of 250 feet would be

required. Furthermore, this line would have to be capable

of withstanding the high voltages used in radar pulsers.

That such a long high-voltage cable would be much too

massive and heavy for practical application is obviouso

As a result, pulse forming networks that simulate actual

transmission lines were developed.

The PFN is essentially a two-terminal network,

since one end is open-circuited. It is a characteristic

of two-terminal networks that their behavior is completely

determined by the driving-point impedance function, i.e.,

the input impedance, expressed as a function of (angular)

frequency, Glasoe (2) and Guillemin (3). The problem of

finding a network which is equivalent to the ideal trans

mission line then becomes one of mathematical synthesis;

given the impedance function, determine the network which

satisfies that function. The input impedance of the

ideal line is given by the equation,
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where Zo is the characteristic impedance of the line,

and t is the one way transmission time. The Laplace-

transform impedance function is then,

z( s) = Zo coth( st)

where s is the Laplace-transform operator.

Figure l2(a) shows the well known "L-section"

artificial line. It can be shown mathematically,

Glasoe (2), that the input impedance function, Z(s), of

this line will be of identical form to equation (3) in

the limit as the number of L-sections approaches in

finity. If a finite numbers of sections are used, there

will be an upper limit to the frequencies present in the

pulse, and hence the square shape will be only approxi

mated. The greater the number of sections, the better

will be the approximation, but a network of. ten or more

sections will generally be necessary in pulser applica-

tions.

Figure l2(b)&{c) shows two more line-simuiating

networks, obtained by the synthesis method mentioned

above. The first of these is obtained by expanding Z(s)

as a rational fraction, Glasoe (2), and the second by

expanding in the same way the admittance function,

yes) = l/z(s) J

y{s)=Z1 tanh{st)
o
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The rational-fraction expansion of either of these

functions will result in an infinite series. Eaoh term

of the series is identified as the operational impedance

function of a capacitance or inductance, or more

generally a combination of the two •. Comparison of the

coefficients of the terms yields recursion formulae

which are used to determine the values of the reactive

elements in terms of 20 and t. In these cases, again,

an infinite number of sections must be employed to

obtain a square pUlse.

In general, it may be said of each of the three

networks discussed above, and of any other that may be

derived similarly, that a large number of physical
,

elements are necessary if a reasonably square pUlse is

to be formed. In addition, analysis of these circuits

using a finite number of sections reveals two properties

that are undesirable in radar pulsers. First, overshoots

will exist at the beginning of the pUlse, and second,

excessive oscillations occur along the top.

3. Guillemin Lines

It was felt by Dr. Guillemin that the above limit-

ations arose from attempting to generate, by means of a

lumped-parameter circuit, a pUlse having an infinite

rate of rise and fall. That is, the pulse displayed

discontinuities, and such a function cannot be pro

duced by a finite series. Therefore, he proceeded

on the premise that the pulse to be generated should
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have a finite rise and fall time. Mathematioally, the

discontinuities in the wave no longer exist, and the

Fourier series is uniformly convergent. The property

of uniform convergence signifies that the overshoots

and oscillations may be reduced to any desired degree

as more sections are added. In order to write the Fourier

series of a function, the function must be periodic.

Therefore, a further assuption was made: the network

derived using an a-c wave Will, when used in the pulser,

produce a pulse similar to a section of that wave. This

assumption has been justified by actual application.

Two of the alternating-current waves used are shown in

Figure 13(a)&(b}. The Fourier series of the trapezoidal

wave contains only sine terms, since it is an odd

function. The series is given by

where

k1rt
sin _dt

S
Co}

Ii is the amplitude of the wave; i(t) is the equation of

the a-c wave in terms of t, 8. and the ri se time J as. This

equation is represented by three functions, corresponding

to the three regions, rise, top, and fall. i(t) is then
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defined by

o - t
as

a ~ :S t:o:: S -a b ( 7 )

SUbstituting the above in the equation for bk and per

forming the integration gives the result

• sin k -n- a
k1l"'a

(k = 1, 3, 5, ee) (8)

Each term in the series is a sine wave of frequency k/2 S ,

and of amplitude bk as defined above. Such a current, i k ,

can be produced by a series Lk-Ok circuit, excited by a

d-c voltage# Vo - The characteristic impedance of this

circuit is

z =.:!.9.
o I~

(9)

and the values of Lk and Ok are determined by comparison

with the Fourier series coefficients, giving the recursion

formulae

~
Zo b

(10)- -
k1l' bk

Ok
bkb

=
k1l' Zo
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Since each term is generated by such a circuit

described above, a pulse of n Fourier components can

be obtained by adding n Lk-Ck circuits in parallel.

The resulting network is of the type shown in Figure

14(a), for n = 5.

Such a network is not well suited to practical

89plication, but is very valuable from the mathematical

point of view, for it serves as a starting point in

determining equivalent networks. In other words, the

impedance function necessary to produce the desired

pulse is now known, and it is therefore possible to

synthesize other networks which will produce the same

pulse shape.

The first equivalent form is found by applying

Foster's reactance theorem, Guillemin (3). The math-

ematical procedure is tedious and involved. In brief, it con

sists of determining all the roots and poles of the func-

tion Z(s) of the pEevious network, and then expanding the

function in partial fractions about its poles. The re

sulting expression is a Laurent series of n terms, in

volving the operator s. As before, the various terms

may be identified as the Laplace-transform impedance

functions of reactive circuits, and the network of Figure

14(b) results.

Cauer's extension of Foster's reactance theorem
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yields two additional canonic forms, Guillemin (3). In

this case, the procedure is to expand Z(s}, or yes), as

a continued fraction, and then identifying the terms ob

tained with network elements. The two Cauer networks are

illustrated in Figure 14(c)&(d).

By various mathematical operations on the impedance

and admittance functions, a large number of other

equivalent networks m~ be determined. Still others

may be found by combining the four canonic forms of

Figure 14 in various ways. Of importance is the network

having equal capacitances per section, since this results

in much greater ease of manufacture. Starting with the

first Cauer form, in which the capacitances are close

to being equal, the network of Figure 15(a} may be

found. When the values of capacitance are altered, a

series inductance must be inserted in the shunt arms

to compensate for the change, and this inductance is

negative when the value of the capacitance is increased.

Figure 15(b) is called the "type E" network, and is the

equivalent of the one above, being obtained by the

proper use of mutual inductance to give the effect of

negative inductanc e. The type "Eff network is the one

most extensively used in practice.

4. Practical Considerations.

It should be noted that all the networks shown in

Figures 14 and 15 consist of five sections. The results

of experiments show that the improvement in pulse shape
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as the number of sections are increased is slight for

more than five secti ons. The network used in these

experiments was derived on the basis of a trapezoidal

wave shape, with a fractional rise time of 8%, i.e.,

as::: .08 S • Use of only four sections resulted in an

appreciably poorer pulse shape, and it was concluded

tba. t. five secti ons was optimum. In applicati ons where

a steeper wave front is essential, however, a larger

number of sections are necessary.

In the type "En network the value s of the inductanc-

es in the three center sections are very nearly equalo

Also the values of the various mutual inductances are

closely the same. For ease in manufacture it would be

desirable to make them precisely equal, and this can

be done without appreciably altering the pulse shape,

by the following means. A continuous solenoid is wound

having a total inductance of, Glasoe (2):

T__ ::: l.-Z S
-l~ 2 0

The storage capacity, ~, is equally divided, and each

condenser is tapped to the solenoid~ These taps are so

located that the center inductances are all equal, while

the end inductances are from 20% to 30% greater. The Rid
ratio of the coil is such as to give a mutual inductance

between adjacent sections of a value equal to 15% of

the self-inductance of a center section.
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Variations in design of a network, in order to

change the pulse sh~e, would ordinarily involve going

through all the mathematical labor of starting with an

a-c wave, applying the Fourier series analysis, then

from the network obtained getting the first Cauer form,

and from that finally arriving at a type trE" circuit.

Such a procedure may be very laborious. In addition,

such effects as stray capacitance, lead inductance,

non-linearity of the load, and dissipative losses in

the network, are not accountable in the purely math

ematical theory. As a result, variations in design

are almost invariably achieved by experimental means.
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THE LOAD

1. The Pulse Transformer

Sinc:e the pulse is generated in a PFN' having, almost

invariably, an impedance level of 50 ohms, and since the

static impedance of the magnetron during oscillation is

in the vicinity of 1000 o~~s, some impedance matching

device is necessary. The pulse transformer nicely performs

this function, at the same time stepping up the pulse

voltage and thereby making possi ble the use of a lower

voltage network.

Although it is possible to conceive of an ideal

transformer, such as shown in Figure 16(a), it is not

possible in practice to construct one that will pass

undistorted all the frequency components in a square

pulse. In Figure l6(b).the equivalent circuit of a

practical pulse transformer is given, together with

an explanation of the symbols used. Since the shunt

inductance, Le , constitutes a load on the source, good

design procedure dictates that it be made as large as

possible. At the same time, the le~~age inductance

moo t be minimized, and as Le is increased, this becomes

increasingly difficult to accomplish. As a result,

pulse transformers differ from more conventional types

in the method of construe tiod. Primary and secondary

windings are wound as close together as possible on the

same core. The core itself is fabricated of very thin

laminations of special n~terialso In order to r~roduce
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a rapid-rising pulse. these special materials must

possess a very high permeability at frequencies ranging

from a few cycles up to several megacycles. The effect

of the series resonant circuits. Lc-Cc and Ln-CD• is

to introduce oscillations along the top of the pulse.

and possibly after the pulse itself has passed as wello

Siuce even relatively small variations at the magnetron

input can callS e faulty operation, the se top-of-the-pulse

oscillations must be minimized by careful transformer

design. Small oscilIa ti ons subsequent to the main pulse

might cause the magnetron to oscillate weakly. Even

very low r-f output would block the sensitive receivers

used in radar applications, thereby swamping out echos

returning from nearby objects. For this reason a damping

resistor or diode is sometimes placed across the pulse

transformer secondaryo

Proper impedance matching is vital, for if the PFN

does not see a load equal to its own characteristic

impedance, a charge, either positive or negative, may

remain on the network after the switch opens. (See

Figure 11 (b )«.( c)) 0 This effect can be cumulative over

several charging cycles, and eventually break down the

switch at an undesired time, or cause other faulty

operation.

It has been experimentally determined that in a

pulse transformer having an efficiency >'It' and a turns
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ratio n, the following relations will hold:

I '::: '1t
s n

that is, the voltage transformation is conserved, and

the losses appear as shunt losses affecting the current

and impedance ratios. Pulse transformer efficiencies

run from 75% to 90%0

In general, it may be stated that the pulse trans

former must be especially designed for each application.

Its function is to match source and load impedance, and

at the same time preserve the pulse shape.

Vlhen used in line-type modulators, pulse trans

formers are commonly wound with bifilar secondaries.

It is formed by laying two insulated wires side by

side, so that the sarne secondary voltage will be in

duced in each one. The magnetron heater curreht is

supplied from a filament transformer through the bifilar

windings; in this way no high-voltage insulation is re

quired in the filament transformer.
J

20 The M'a.gnetron

Although the oscillator is not a part of the pulser

proper, certain inherent characteristics of the magnetron

affect the design of the pulser circuits preceding it.
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The magnetron is a non-linear load; it has a fairly

high static impedance and a low dynamic impedance. The

static impedance determines the power drawn from the

pulser, and is given by the ratio Vm/~ at the magnetron

operating point. The dynamic impedance AVm/AIm. is the

slope of the Vm-Im curve at this point. Since this

ratio is small, a small voltage drop may decrease the

current to such an extent that oscillations cease. For

this reason it is important that the modulator furnish

a pulse with low top variation (Figure 1).

The rise time of the mpplied voltage pulse is of

OJ nssiderable importance. If the rate of ris e is too

fast, the oscillations in the magnetron may fail to

build up at all. If the rise rate is too slow, the

oscillations may build up in an undesired mode, or else

.the phenomenon of "mode-skipping" may occur. In this

latter case the magnetron oscillations will jump

erratically from one mode to another. Mode-shifting,

wherein the operating mode changes during the pulse,

may also occur, but little can be done in pulser design

to correct for this.

Magne tron "sparking" is anothe r aspect to consider

in pulser design. All magnetrons will spark occasionally,

particularly when new. This is a gaseous discharge inside

the magnetron, and is usually a result of occiliuded gases

inside the metal being released by heet. Sparking

magnetrons present virtually a short circuit to the
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modulator, and care must be taken in the design, by

the use of protective devices if necessary, to insure

against failure of the circuit.

Magnetron plate current variation, in addition

to distortion of the r-f output pulse and possible

cessation of oscillations, causes frequency modulation

of the outpu~. A small change in anode current can

quite possibly change the frequency of the r-f output

to such an extent that it will be largely outside the

bandwidth of the receiver, and hence a loss of received

signal strength will result. This is another reason

why the pulser must supply a fairly flat-topped pulse.

Finally, the allowable plate dissipation of the

magnetron must be considered. This will determine

the maximum duty ratio of the pulser, hence the

maximum PRF for a desired pulse width. In general,

duty ratios in excess of .0025 are not used in pUlsed

radar, and for output powers in excess of 100 KVf, the

maximum dU~ ratio is usually considered to be .001.
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